Superior Effectiveness. The Night Eagle™ is the trap of choice for intercepting the wildest night-flying insect problems at dock door areas. Large grid helps catch night-fliers prone to large circular flight patterns. Wild Dragon™ option with reflector back available for wall-mounting. Sincere consideration should be given to the few ricochet insects and microparticles that fall from ceiling hung traps versus the myriad of whole, live, insects allowed access to the most critical areas of your facility, if the traps are not there. Consider low, wall-mounted traps first (see pg. 5).

Features two Osram Sylvania F40/350BL (40 watt) Insect attractant lamps (Replace annually for continued performance). Beautifully finished in anodized aluminum with nickel-chrome plated guards that swing up for easy access to grid, reflective surfaces, and lamps for periodic cleaning and lamp replacement. Spring-locked catch tray is secure; yet, easily removed for emptying. Frame and interior structure made of aluminized steel (lifetime auto muffler material). Eyebolts included for ceiling hung installation (8-10 ft. high or 6 inches above the height of product stacks). Six foot, 3-wire grounded power cord. Standard 115v/60hz. Interlock switch automatically shuts off trap when guard door is opened. FIVE YEAR WARRANTY (Excluding lamps only)!

Dimensions: 53 15/16" x 22 13/16" x 7 3/8"
Weight: 45 lbs., Ship Wt: 58 lbs.